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A DOUBLE DISC from backwoodz studioz beat conductor DR. MONOKROME. Two EP's featuring two

different groups, all flowing over MONOKROME's distinctive sound. Feat. billy woods, Thrill Gates 

Priviledge, its another flammable backwoodz science project 24 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP

HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop Details: PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS A DOUBLE CD! The boys in the woodz

are back at it and they brought a Doctor this time. After carving out a niche as one half of genre-busting

production duo Aerotaxi by doing production for Cannibal Ox, Vordul Mega, billy woods and several indie

rock bands, DR MONOKROME (formerly known as BeepBeep) strikes out for himself with a double EP.

He lays down two entirely different sounscapes for two different groups, NPR  MAD. NPR is Network

Pirate Radio consisting of Dr Monokrome and Priviledge. Edge holds down the mic for dolo, while

Monokrome contributes intricately layered, dense beats. Set up as a radio broadcast, All Things

Considered is a thematic journey crammed into an EP that will leave you wishing for more. M.A.D. is

Mutually Assured Destruction, billy woods and Thrill Gates spitting their way through time over

Monokrome's sparse arrangements. In early 2004, sequestered in the woods for a week, they ate, slept

and breathed nothing but beats and rhymes and came out with a map to the future. Thematically tight,

flawlessly produced and completely unorthodox, this EP is a one-of-a-kind project that will be much

sought after in the future. Basically, this is a limited edition Double EP of some artists that are making

names but still bubbling under the surface. And they don't need to come up for air, there are plenty of

trees in their part of the underground.
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